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Which Helmet to Choose?
Prince Roland wanted to impress Princess Penelope with his jousting skills. Can you draw in the box which helmet you think he should choose if he wants to:

FEEL SAFE

LOOK SCARY

BE FASHIONABLE

Horses also wore armour to protect their heads. Can you find out what this piece of horse armour was called and write it in here?

— — — — — — — —
For Blow or Show?
Some handkerchiefs are too beautiful to use for blowing your nose! Princess Penelope gave Prince Roland a hankie which he kept close to his heart. Why not design a hankie fit for a prince, using some of the ideas in the embroidery in Gallery 34. Don’t forget to include your name and age in the design.
Forest Friends
When the Apothecary became an owl he made new friends amongst the creatures of the forest. See if you can find some in case 5 (on the window side of the Gallery) and draw them here.

Sheep and lamb

Bear

Duck

Cat and Mouse

Stag

Squirrel

Which creatures are nocturnal (come out at night) like the owl?
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Be a Wedding Guest
Here are some of the many people that came to the Prince and Princess’s wedding. Choose an object from the Museum to give to the happy couple as a wedding present.
(Note for teacher: these can be done in any order)

Go to Gallery 32 to choose a present from this wedding guest.

Go to Gallery 27 to choose a present from this wedding guest.
Be a Wedding Guest (page 2)
Go to Gallery 28 to choose a present from this wedding guest.

Draw it here:

Now choose something else in these galleries (27, 28 & 32) that you would give to the prince and princess and draw it below.